ORDER

Subject: Promotion and posting of Executive of STS level in Telecom Finance to JAG level of Telecom Finance on purely temporary and ad-hoc basis.

Approval of the Competent Authority in BSNL Corporate Office is hereby conveyed for promotion of the following Executive of STS (CAO/AGM) working on regular basis, to officiate on purely temporary and ad-hoc basis and until further orders in the grade of Deputy General Manager (Finance) equivalent to JAG with effect from 09.09.2016, as per BSNL MS Recruitment Rules and is posted as under, in the interest of service:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Name of the Executive S/Sh/Smt/Ms</th>
<th>Staff no.</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Circle where presently posted</th>
<th>Circle Posted on Promotion</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Venkateswaran P.B.</td>
<td>88010</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>Kerala</td>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. The promotion of the Executive is further subject to the conditions that no disciplinary/vigilance case is pending against the executive. In case any disciplinary/vigilance case of the type referred to in DoP&T OM no 22011/4/91-Estt(A) dated 14.9.1992 is pending against the executive or some punishment like stoppage of increment etc. is current, he should not be promoted and the matter should be reported to SEA and Vigilance branch of Corporate Office, BSNL immediately.

3. Before implementation of these order(s), the Circle(s) must ensure that Presidential Orders for absorption of the Executive in BSNL has been issued and Executive to be promoted is working in the grade of STS (CAO/AGM) on regular basis in the circle.

4. Any request for declination of promotion will not be entertained by administration, due to administrative exigencies.

5. On promotion, the pay will be fixed as contemplated in BSNL MS RR, communicated vide no 400-106/2007-Pers I dated 14.7.2009 and further modifications on the subject issued from time to time.

6. The Executive in case is looking after in the higher grade locally, the arrangement should be terminated, before implementation of this order, after giving a break for one day.
7. The circle must ensure posting of suitable Executives in the SSAs concerned, wherever specific mention is not there in CO BSNL order and intimate the name of SSA and branch in which he is posted for record and updating the data.

8. The Circle IFA concerned may intimate the station of posting of the Executive(s) within 07 (seven) days from the date of issuance of this order. In case station of posting is not received, then Executive(s) may be released with direction to report to concerned Circle HQ for further posting.

9. The leave if any requested by the Executive, under transfer, should not be granted under any circumstances by the Circle(s) where he is working presently without prior permission of the CO BSNL. The Executive can apply for leave to the Competent Authority at the new place of posting, who will sanction the same if it is justified in the normal course.

10. The Executive would not have any claim for their seniority/regular service in DGMs grade of Telecom Finance based on this ad-hoc promotion. His seniority will continue to be determined with reference to his basic seniority in the substantive grade of CAOs/AGMs of Telecom Finance Service (STS level).

11. TA/TP may be regulated as per BSNL TA/DA Rules 2002.

12. Posting of Executive(s) to the sensitive/non-sensitive posts should be done by the Circle as per prescribed norms circulated by DoT and O&M branch of BSNL Corporate Office from time to time.

13. The date on which the above order is given effect to, may be intimated and necessary charge report sent to all concerned including Deputy Manager (SEA) BSNL CO.

This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

(Sunil Rajput)
Deputy General Manager (SEA)

Copy to:
1. Sr. PPS to CMD BSNL.
2. PPS to Director (HR)/Director (Finance) BSNL.
3. CVO/CLO (SCT) BSNL CO, New Delhi.
4. CGMs/IFAs of concerned circle i.e, Kerala / Chattisgarh.
5. Executive concerned through their controlling circle.